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ABSTRACT 18 

Lack of effective pharmaceutical interventions for SARS-CoV-2 raise the possibility of COVID-19 19 
recurrence. We explore different post-confinement scenarios by using a stochastic modified 20 
SEIR model that accounts for the spread of infection during the latent period and also 21 
incorporates time-decaying effects due to potential loss of acquired immunity, people’s 22 
increasing awareness of social distancing and the use of non-pharmaceutical interventions 23 
(NPI). Our results suggest that lockdowns should remain in place for at least 60 days to prevent 24 
epidemic growth, as well as a potentially larger second wave of SARS-CoV-2 cases occurring 25 
within months. The best-case scenario should also gradually incorporate workers in a daily 26 
proportion at most 50% higher than during the confinement period. We show that decaying 27 
immunity and particularly awareness and behavior have significant effects on both the current 28 
wave of infection and on preventing COVID-19 re-emergence. Social distancing and individual 29 
NPI actions could potentially remove the need for lockdowns. 30 
 31 

Introduction 32 

By the end of May 2020, the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases exceeded 6 million and the 33 

pandemic has claimed nearly 400,000 lives worldwide1-3. Although some countries are past 34 

their (first) epidemic peak, infections continue to rise in others. In the absence of a vaccine or 35 

effective antiviral treatments (which will most likely not be available any time soon4,5, several 36 

countries imposed strict lockdown measures to curb the spread of the disease. In countries 37 



 

 

such as China, an initial evaluation of mobility restrictions has resulted in important reductions 38 

in case incidence6. At the time of writing, several countries that initially imposed strict 39 

lockdown measures are in the process of lifting them or considering doing so – but there are 40 

substantial differences in policy approach. The fact that the 1918 influenza pandemic had a 41 

second deadly epidemic wave, presumably caused by strain mutations7, has also stimulated a 42 

vigorous debate on whether actions taken now should incorporate this possibility. However, 43 

data on the last pandemic of similar scale more than one century ago remain limited, despite 44 

aftermath reports8. Currently, optimal interventions against the COVID-19 pandemic aiming at 45 

a relaxation of strict social distancing enforcement are hard to identify9,10. This is further 46 

complicated by the fact that the extent of pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic infections is not 47 

narrowly constrained (e.g. may be up to 86 percent11) and basic SARS-CoV-2 and coronaviruses 48 

characteristics are not yet known12-16. Test-trace-isolate strategies might indeed be an effective 49 

approach if combined with social distancing and individual protection measures17,18. With 50 

respect to the role of social distancing specifically, Japan’s mild restrictions appear to have had 51 

a significant containment effect by the end of May, due to social distancing19. This is despite 52 

the fact that Japan conducted only 2.2 tests per 1000 people (as compared to 16 in South 53 

Korea and in the United States, for example). At the time of writing, Europe’s first worst hit 54 

countries, Italy and Spain, are experiencing a flattening of their respective death tolls.  55 

On March 29, the Government of Spain published a decree that paralyzed all sectors 56 

considered non-essential in a draconian lockdown20. The objective was to take advantage of 57 

Easter holidays to extend the low level of mobility from Saturdays and Sundays to the rest of 58 

the days of the week, thereby reducing new infections and managing healthcare capacity. 59 

Under an impending economic crisis, the Spanish executive government believed it was time 60 

two weeks later (April 14, 2020) for the economy to recover a certain dynamism21 and lifted 61 

the extreme lockdown conditions. However, the decision to impose restrictions and when and 62 

how to optimally ease those is at the center of international debate22,23. This decision 63 

unfortunately presents two related problems. First, the risk that the return to activity might 64 

cause a spike in infections that could aggravate capacity-limited healthcare systems at a time 65 

when the situation appears still precarious. Second, there is no way to assess this risk, given 66 

the lack of reliable information on the actual number of people infected or the extent of 67 

immunity developed among the population. The lifting of lockdown restrictions makes the risk 68 

of a flare up in cases again a serious threat.  69 

On 19 March 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) issued an interim guidance report 70 

stating how and when to best proceed with the lift of confinement measures, given the high 71 



 

 

number of active cases and the yet not fully controlled situation in some of the countries 72 

approaching deconfinement policies24-25. On the other hand, strict lockdown conditions during 73 

the COVID-19 epidemic peak appeared to be effective in Italy and later Spain, given that the 74 

number of new infections and fatalities was decreasing. Re-allowing the mobility of a large 75 

number of the confined population might increase the risk that these figures will rise again26. 76 

In China, for instance, suspending intracity public transport, closing entertainment venues, and 77 

banning public gatherings were associated with reductions in case incidence27. First evaluation 78 

studies seem to indicate that the national emergency response appeared to have delayed the 79 

growth and limited the size of the COVID-19 epidemic in China, averting hundreds of 80 

thousands of cases25,28. 81 

In this study, we present projections based on a modified Susceptible - Exposed - 82 

Infectious – Recovered (SEIR) model that allows us to simulate both the degree of population 83 

confinement and the different post-confinement strategies. Our study intends to evaluate 84 

effects of different actionable scenarios and inform countries of the risk that each of these 85 

scenarios may entail. However, although steps to curb the spread of SARS-CoV-2 have already 86 

been taken in many countries (e.g. behavioral changes, social distancing, use of face masks), 87 

assessing how effective each of these are from the standpoint of disease epidemiology 88 

remains an open challenge. Before we can have a full understanding of the principles 89 

governing SARS-CoV-2 transmission and more efficient behavioral interventions can be 90 

implemented, to date use of face masks and gloves, hand hygiene, and “shelter in place” 91 

mandates have already demonstrated benefits in decreasing transmissibility and active 92 

contacts27. We aimed to quantitatively evaluate their relevance as containment strategies. 93 

Our model framework is based on the work of Peng et al. 28 and Gumel et al.29, it 94 

enables testing of control interventions, and we recently also implemented it for Spain and 95 

Italy in a non-peer-reviewed preprint30. The reader can refer to those studies and the Methods 96 

section for mathematical details. As an important difference, we added a return function with 97 

 to simulate the return of people from the C (confined) compartment to the S (susceptible) 98 

compartment, through which the effect of population de-confinement with different scenarios 99 

can be explored. Our model framework, unlike previous studies29, does not treat confined 100 

persons as coming from the population of exposed individuals (E), who are then quarantined, 101 

as the large (and unknown) proportion of asymptomatic undiagnosed individuals, would make 102 

in this case this compartment extremely unstable. Instead, we essentially defined as confined 103 

(C) those individuals coming from the susceptible compartment and we assumed that by being 104 

there, they are entirely ‘protected’ from infection. We made the same assumption in a non-105 



 

 

peer-reviewed preprint30, so as to be less alarmist in our projections. However, this 106 

assumption is not realistic and we are fully aware that a significant, but unspecified, number of 107 

contagions can come from household infections. Similar to hospital-acquired infections (that 108 

we did not consider either), having these numbers to initialize any model is unfeasible for an 109 

ongoing and unique epidemic such as COVID-19. These datasets are not currently available and 110 

they are largely uncertain for being subject to large reporting discrepancies and errors. They 111 

also tend to be, highly country-specific as they depend largely on public health protocols and 112 

notification systems that vary widely among countries. Because of our assumption that 113 

confined individuals cannot become infected, our simulations therefore represent an 114 

underestimation of the actual burden of disease. Nonetheless, given the significant debate on 115 

the use and misuse of epidemiological models to inform policy, we opted for a less alarmist 116 

approach. Additionally, we dynamically included behavioral interventions and people’s 117 

awareness as modulating functions of some relevant model’s parameters (Methods). The 118 

general description of the model is provided in (1): 119 

= + − − − ,
= − − , 

= − − , 
= − + + , 

= − , 
= , = − − ,  

(1) 

where, S(t) is the susceptible population, C(t) the confined susceptible population, E(t) the 120 

exposed population, I(t) the infectious population, Q(t) the population under Quarantine 121 

(infected reported cases), R(t) the recovered population and D(t) the deceased population 122 

because of the virus. As COVID-19 exhibits a mild or even “preclinical but communicable” 123 

period of viral shedding and spread of infection31, the differentiation between the I and Q 124 

classes is relevant. The parameters  ,  are time-dependent functions shown in (2): 125 



 

 

= − ,= 1 − − , (2) 

where , ,  and  are the fitted coefficients. 126 

The main parameters of the model are the protection rate ( ), the infection rate ( ), 127 

the incubation rate ( ), the quarantine rate ( ), the natural death and birth rates ( ) (1/80* 128 

365), the recovery rate ( ), the mortality rate by the virus ( ) and finally  is the 129 

deconfinement rate. Model parameters are all listed in table 1. 130 

The implemented model is expanded from Peng et al.28, but it differs in a number of respects, 131 

as the main objective of our study was to help generate robust and objective projections of a 132 

suite of public health relevant scenarios important for the current COVID-19 crisis. Main 133 

structural modifications are a) the deconfinement process, which is here explicitly simulated, 134 

b) the incorporation of a time-delay parameter to mimic the loss of acquired immunity to 135 

other family coronaviruses, and c) the addition of a time-decaying parameter modulating the 136 

infection rate . This was done to mimic and study the effect on transmissibility of non-137 

pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) and human behavior (e.g. hand hygiene, face masks, 138 

public education about personal protection, increases in home-/teleworking). The influence of 139 

this parameter on  decays with time, aiming at reproducing the likely time-evolving 140 

relaxation in population awareness in response to an alarming situation31,32 (see Methods). 141 

Another main difference is that we moved to a probabilistic framework and generated 142 

a large number of simulations from the exploration of variations in parameter values. The 143 

probabilistic framework enables us to more reliably explore the uncertainty associated with 144 

parameter estimates and provides additional strength when evaluating potential projections.  145 

The proportion of people released in all scenarios was 50% higher than the population 146 

confined, with the released proportion being equivalent to roughly the active population in 147 

Spain at the end of 2019 (58,18%33). These two gradual release protocols evaluated differed 148 

between them in that, in the first strategy (Fig. 1), there is a monotonic gradual return of 149 

people to work (e.g. people are progressively being integrated again into the susceptible 150 

population, following a decaying function defined in equation 4; see Methods). The latter 151 

scenario attempts to mimic the delayed release of the susceptible portions of the population 152 

being more at risk (e.g. older people and people with existing co-morbidities, among others). 153 

All simulations were generated with observed data from Spain up to the peak in active cases 154 

(circa April 29) and for 30, 60, and 90 days after this date, corresponding here to May 28, June 155 



 

 

27 and July 27, respectively (Fig. 1-2, and Extended Data Figure 1). In the case of Fig. 2 and the 156 

lower panel of Extended Data Figure 1, a mixed scenario is generated in which abrupt de-157 

confinement of 50% of the protected population is simulated after 45, 60 and 75 days from 158 

March 13, corresponding to April 27, May 13 and May 27 respectively. Then, gradual 159 

deconfinement of the population is simulated 30, 45 and 60 days after the first deconfinement 160 

date, therefore corresponding to May 28, June 29 and July 28, respectively, with the remaining 161 

of the confined population being released gradually with the same function as that defined in 162 

1 and for τ following 4. The reason for this approach is to be able, to the extent possible, to 163 

generate results for application elsewhere in the world. To this end, we locked all simulations 164 

in Figures 1, 2 and Extended Data Fig. 1 (with simulations extended up to the end of 2021), to 165 

be generated with data up to the date of the peak in active cases in Spain (April 29). A fixed 166 

lockdown time of 30 days (15-d semi-lockdown and 15-d total lockdown conditions) had taken 167 

place in the country by the time Spain reached the peak in active cases. In all scenarios, 50 168 

percent of the population was released either gradually (Fig. 1) or suddenly (Fig. 2, and as 169 

specifically stated in each of the figure captions). For comparison with Fig. 1, a benchmark 170 

situation with the sudden release of 100% of the people was simulated at the same 30-60-90 171 

days. In the latter, all of the confined population is abruptly released from confinement once 172 

the lockdown is lifted (Extended Data Figure 2). This approach enables the estimation of what 173 

a country would expect for a large COVID-19 incidence at the peak in active cases when lifting 174 

lockdowns after 30, 60 and 90 days of confinement. Longer lockdowns were not considered to 175 

be realistic. We present also as a benchmark situation what the evolution of the epidemics 176 

would be if instead of the above scenario design, we run the model with the most updated 177 

observations at this time (up to May 25 2020). This is the scenario named ‘current’ 178 

represented in Figures 1, 2 and Extended Figure 1 for Spain. The number of infected (I) shown 179 

in all the figures corresponds to the number of active cases (not new cases), understanding as 180 

such those people who are diagnosed with COVID-19 and whose status is not yet resolved. As 181 

a consequence, these individuals take some time to move into the recovered (R) or deceased 182 

(D) compartments, as on average a patient stays from 10 to 13 days hospitalized before 183 

recovering or dying from the disease34. It is clear from Fig. 1A that the ‘current’ scenario of an 184 

implemented (complete) lockdown of only 15 days is well simulated by the model, with the 185 

earlier appearance of the peak in I than in the 30 days’ scenario (black line). 186 

We also extended the study further to explore the behavior of the model de-187 

confinement scenarios in other countries currently observing contrasting epidemiological 188 

situations and located in different latitudes (Fig. 3). These countries include Japan (Fig. 3A; that 189 



 

 

on May 25, 2020 ended its COVID-19 state of emergency35 and New Zealand (Extended Data 190 

Figure 3); that after 52 days of complete lockdown, from Thursday May 14, main businesses, 191 

hairdressers, cafes, gyms, cinemas, malls and playgrounds were free to open, and from 192 

Monday May 18, also schools resumed classes as usual36. We also generated scenarios for the 193 

USA (Fig. 3B), as the world’s most affected country at the time of writing, Indonesia for its 194 

location in tropical latitudes, and therefore not subject to large seasonal temperature 195 

fluctuations (Fig. 3C), and, finally, Argentina (Fig 3D). The latter is approaching wintertime 196 

conditions and where it is currently yet unclear whether the virus will exhibit seasonal patterns 197 

(e.g. Northern Hemisphere winter) due to changing air temperatures (or humidity), which 198 

might potentially affect epidemic progression in 2020. In all these cases, temporal scenarios 199 

simulated were for 45d, 75d and 100d lockdowns. 200 

Finally, we explored a generic scenario of varying confinement/deconfinement ratios 201 

testing for the effects of a variable proportion of people deconfined (Fig. 4A-C), as well as for 202 

the effects of the use of social distancing and NPI interventions (Fig. 4D-F). This is achieved by 203 

simulating a decaying effect (e.g. decaying awareness in time and therefore relaxation of 204 

individual prevention measures; see Methods). We eventually also introduced a time-delay 205 

parameter simulating a variable time loss of acquired immunity (Fig. 4G-I). We also provide 206 

ranges of the sensitivity in parameter estimates and a diagnostic test of the robustness of 207 

these results (Fig. 5 and Extended Data Figure 4). 208 

 209 

Results 210 

 A gradual de-confinement scenario in which the population is released with a  rate 211 

50% higher than the confinement rate α is displayed in Figure 1. The figure shows how this 212 

scenario evolves for all lockdown durations, to resume growth to a second peak that appears 213 

more delayed as the lockdown time increases. For the ‘current’ epidemic scenario -followed 214 

now in Spain-, a second peak would occur earlier, in mid-August (Fig. 1A). Fig. 1C shows the 215 

fitting of the model to observations for all temporal scenarios, tracking the peak in active cases 216 

occurring by the end of April, 2020. Obviously, this is an idealized simulation, where all 217 

released individuals are considered fully susceptible, and therefore they are assumed not to be 218 

using any social distancing measures or other protective NPIs. As stated, no seasonality has 219 

been assumed either (i.e. the potential effect of climate is therefore not considered). The main 220 

difference among the three temporal lockdown durations is the earlier arrival of a second peak 221 

for the shorter lockdown (30 days), peaking in mid-September with over 10 million infected 222 



 

 

(including both COVID-19 diagnosed and undiagnosed individuals). Longer lockdowns imposed 223 

since the peak in active cases, produce second peaks later in the year (e.g. December 2020 for 224 

the 60 days and well into 2021 for the 90 days one; Extended Data Figure 1). In terms of 225 

magnitude, the current scenario is the one yielding higher number of deaths if considered up 226 

to the end of 2021, with 30% more deaths when compared to the 60- and 90-days 227 

confinement.  228 

Conversely, Figure 2 shows a mixed scenario in which the confined population is 229 

released in two stages, trying to mimic a selective post-confinement in which certain types of 230 

workers are freed to return to work earlier, while others are not (e.g. schools, gyms, 231 

restaurants, etc... are still closed at this time). In this mixed scenario, first, 50 percent is 232 

released in a single step and then a gradual strategy is adopted in which the de-confinement 233 

rate is set to be 50 percent higher than the confinement rate, mimicking a slow incorporation 234 

of (risk) segments of the population. For the 45-day sudden release (e.g. counted since the first 235 

lockdown date on March 14, black line), epidemic growth is resumed (Fig. 2C) yielding a large 236 

peak that scales up to 6 million active cases, appearing earlier towards mid-August (Fig. 2A). 237 

The extended temporal versions of the simulations shown in Fig. 1 and 2 up to the end of 2021 238 

can be found in Extended Data Figure 2. Interestingly, shorter lockdown times in the gradual 239 

scenarios result in secondary peaks appearing later in the year than in the sudden ones albeit 240 

with double the amount of infected (e.g. compare 45-d Fig. 2 to 30-d Fig. 1). In this situation of 241 

sudden release of a similar portion of people as in Figure 1, all peaks for the different 242 

lockdown times occur, instead, within 2020. Within the mixed scenarios, up to the end of 243 

2020, in addition to a delay in the occurrence of the second peak, there is an important 244 

increase in the number of active cases. This increase goes from 30% in the shorter lockdown 245 

durations to over 50% in the longer lockdown durations. Similarly, the number of deaths 246 

increases, doubling by the end of 2020, when we compare the outcomes of the 45-d and the 247 

75-d scenarios. 248 

 For countries located in different latitudes and continents, Figure 3 shows a de-249 

confinement scenario using a rate τ 50% higher than the confinement rate α (i.e., similar to the 250 

gradual scenario proposed for Spain in Fig. 1). Again, the progressive release of the confined 251 

population is carried out 45, 75 and 100 days (i.e., after July 9, 2020 for the 45-d) with the 252 

model fitted for observations in each country up to May 25, 2020. The simulations were 253 

carried out until December 31, 2021 in order to fully visualize all possible peaks occurring. For 254 

Japan (Figure 3A), a country that moved swiftly to control the early outbreak of the disease 255 

towards the end of 2019 and the beginning of 2020 and that lifted the state emergency after 256 



 

 

seven weeks of restrictions, the fitting to the first wave is not optimal (Fig. 3A3). All temporal 257 

scenarios produced second waves delayed to 2021, with a one-month separation between 258 

each and slightly smaller numbers of infected for the longest lockdown. A related situation 259 

occurred in New Zealand, (Extended Data Figure 3), where similar containment of COVID-19 260 

seems to have been achieved and lockdown restrictions also lifted by mid-May 2020. Despite 261 

the fact that the results are almost identical to those in Japan, the fitting to the observed 262 

epidemic curve is significantly better (Extended Data Figure 3C). The case of the USA (Figure 263 

3B), instead, shows that a relaxation at this point (May 25) of the control measures leads to 264 

more immediate consequences. The model tracks very well observations (Fig. 3B3), and except 265 

for the shortest temporal scenario (45-d), it always simulates a protracted first peak and 266 

instead a much delayed second epidemic wave (i.e., one-fifth smaller in size than for the 45-d 267 

scenario). We can observe a first peak of active cases of the order of 10 million I and a second 268 

one of about 40-50 million I (recall that I refers to all infected and yet active cases, both 269 

diagnosed and undocumented infections). This large peak is delayed towards the beginning of 270 

2021 if the duration of lockdown is 90 days. Simulations for Indonesia (Figure 3C) show a 271 

situation similar to for Japan and Argentina (Fig. 3D), with all cases having a delayed peak 272 

compared to Spain. This peak is in the order of 40 million I for the scenario of 45-day lockdown 273 

and 32 million for the 100-day lockdown scenario. Once again, this peak is delayed until the 274 

first term of 2021 for the 100-d scenario and the reduction in the number of deaths with the 275 

longest scenario is around 10%. Finally, Figure 3D shows the dynamics generated for 276 

Argentina. As for Indonesia, the relaxation of confinement leads to the appearance of a 277 

delayed peak, observed from December 2020 for the 45-day lockdown scenario to February 278 

2021 for the 100-day lockdown scenario. In all cases, the magnitude attained is similar, as are 279 

the number of deaths at the end of the epidemics (i.e., approximately 20.000).  280 

We finally explored different generic scenarios for Spain (Figure 4). In the first 281 

scenario, we studied the potential impact in terms of epidemic size and timings of different 282 

confinement/deconfinement ratios. We explored three different α/τ ratios (e.g. 0.9, 0.5, and 283 

0.1). In terms of τ, this is equivalent to saying that the rate of deconfinement is equal to a ten 284 

percent more, to twice, and to 10 times more than the rate of confinement. When ratio is 0.1, 285 

this is equivalent to releasing between 25 and 30 million people during the de-confinement. A 286 

ratio of 0.5 (Fig. 4B) displays no major difference with the 0.1 ratio (Fig. 4A), neither on the 287 

timing nor the size of the second wave. Conversely, release at a rate ten times higher (Fig. 4C) 288 

produces a larger second peak for all scenarios that is equal in magnitude irrespective of 289 

lockdown duration. In this case, differences among scenarios only result in the second peak 290 



 

 

arriving earlier in time. A very fast de-confinement process (Fig. 4C) increases the size and 291 

shortens the arrival time of the second wave when compared to slow deconfinements (Fig. 292 

4A). This may be because delaying the release of a high percentage of the population can lead 293 

to an increase in the number of effective contacts when the release occurs.  294 

We also investigated the efficacy of public awareness NPI individual behavior and of 295 

social distancing on disease transmissibility ( ). The perception of danger -exemplified by 296 

smaller or larger impact on  - typically shows a decrease in time, mimicking a decay of 297 

people’s awareness as time passes(Fig. 4D-F; see Methods). Infection rate  was therefore 298 

only moderately reduced (a 10 percent reduction in  in Fig. 4D, representing a limited use of 299 

NPI interventions due to low awareness of COVID-19 dangers; Fig. 4D), or alternately we 300 

imposed a drastic reduction in transmissibility due to high awareness of COVID-19 threats (e.g. 301 

0.50  in Fig. 4F). The simulations show dramatic differences in terms of the number of 302 

infected people, between the different  values (from 4D, 4E and 4F) and in all three temporal 303 

scenarios. with also a complete absence of a second COVID-19 wave when awareness is high 304 

(Fig. 4F). If the transmissibility parameter  is not so affected due to the lack of danger 305 

awareness,  and people do not act in a way (i.e., through widespread use of NPIs) that reduces 306 

effective transmission (10 percent reduction only in Fig. 4D), then second much larger 307 

epidemic waves occur as early as before the end of 2020. Interestingly, even moderate 308 

reductions in transmissibility (by 30% in Figure 4E), although they do not prevent new 309 

outbreaks, yield much smaller returning waves (60% reduction in Fig. 4E compared to Fig. 4D). 310 

Large reductions in transmissibility seem to act strongly on reducing (and eventually 311 

interrupting) COVID-19 infections, as they do not only prevent further recurrence of the 312 

disease, but they attain drastic decreases in the overall disease burden. As it can be seen in 313 

Figure 4F, as  decreases, effective contacts do as well. Decreasing the intensity of the 314 

eventual second peaks or eliminating them appears to be possible even without complete 315 

lockdowns.  316 

Finally, we explored the effects of a potential loss of acquired immunity on subsequent 317 

epidemics. We simulated long (1 year), medium (1/2 year) and 4 months duration of immunity, 318 

by imposing a decaying function on . Our simulations indicate how a longer extent of 319 

immunity has essentially an effect in the 60 days’ scenario by reducing around a 25% the 320 

burden of cases in the second wave (compare Fig. 4I to Fig. 4G). The change from 4 months to 321 

one-year duration in immunity also divides by half the period or recurrence in epidemic waves 322 

(e.g. from one year to 6 months).  323 



 

 

Our results present robust estimates, further reinforced by the uncertainty analysis 324 

(Fig. 5) and the assessment of the model’s predictive ability (Extended Data Figure 4). 325 

However, as in all COVID-19 studies, a noticeable degree of uncertainty remains due to 326 

concerns associated with COVID-19 data quality. To further assess the degree of robustness in 327 

our simulations, we plotted variability ranges in the fitted parameter estimates (see Fig. 5A). 328 

Estimated ranges from all 500 simulations support consistency for the vast majority of 329 

parameters, with parameters , γ and δ being those that exhibit larger variability. Figure 5B 330 

shows also the distribution of errors for all parameters and remarkably indicate near-331 

normality. These distributions were obtained by fitting the model 100 times with random 332 

initial conditions (see Extended Data Figure 5) for successively larger data sets (e.g. ranging 333 

from only 10% to 90% of the full dataset). On the other hand, Extended data Figure 4 shows 334 

the mean of all model fits, with a 95% confidence interval (CI), either using 80% (Figure 5A) or 335 

90% (Figure 5B) of the total dataset. The predictive ability of the model seems clear in both 336 

cases (80 and 90 percent) as new data lie within the CI envelope, therefore precluding 337 

overfitting concerns. 338 

 339 

Discussion 340 

Our study shows the importance of taking prompt and efficient actions both to limit 341 

the epidemic spread and to prevent disease recurrence, in contrast to other approaches37. 342 

Gradually deconfining strategies always result in lower number of infections and deaths, when 343 

compared to the sudden release of moderate to large portions of the population. If, 344 

conversely, sudden deconfinement is unavoidable due to the economic stress imposed by 345 

persistent lockdowns, a mixed deconfinement framework (Fig. 2) can be considered38, 346 

whereby those individuals most susceptible to the disease would still need to be shielded from 347 

potential infection for a longer period of time. Those not at high risk would be able to exit full 348 

lockdown, as long as they keep following some social distancing and other NPI measures. It 349 

would still be vital to keep transmission rates as low as possible through testing and contact 350 

tracing. Our results are in line with others showing that, in the absence of other control 351 

measures (e.g. increases in case detection, isolation, and/or contact tracing), widespread 352 

relaxation of social distancing will result in a resurgence of cases. And this will most likely 353 

overwhelm healthcare capacity39. Our mixed framework (sudden plus gradual deconfinement 354 

strategy), could also mimic potential quarantine lifts made in 2-stages according to age or risk 355 

classes. Our results indicate lower cumulative mortalities with a difference of up to 50 percent 356 



 

 

of the total number of deaths between the 30 days’ scenario and 90 days’ scenario (100k and 357 

200k people respectively; Fig. 2D). Also a higher number of total cases shows up for the 90 358 

days scenario (in the order of 20 million people more), but with lower mortality, as shown 359 

elsewhere for other locations40. 360 

Our simulations suggest that, in the absence of a vaccine or effective antiviral 361 

treatments, recurring epidemic waves may occur and longer lockdowns lead to more delayed 362 

returning waves. Gradual de-confinement appears to be the best scenario in terms of disease 363 

burden and the temporal extension of restrictions for the more susceptible groups results in a 364 

significant reduction in death counts. The use of social distancing, face masks, gloves and other 365 

individual protection measures has a massive impact in reducing the current peak of active 366 

cases but diminished awareness over time of the threats of the pandemic may result in a new 367 

larger second epidemic wave. Interestingly, even moderate reductions in transmissibility (30%) 368 

despite the fact that they do not manage to prevent returning waves, much reduce its 369 

associated burden. In a generic scenario, longer duration of immunity reduces the size of the 370 

second wave by approximately 30% and if it lasts for one year, it would also cut by half the 371 

period or recurrence in epidemic waves (from one year to 6 months). Application to other 372 

countries in different latitudes is feasible and it can similarly inform policies for optimal and 373 

tailored lockdown release strategies.  374 

Our results indicate that, in terms of successful containment, early enforcement of 375 

lockdowns and effective implementation of social distancing measures40 and personal 376 

protection is the most effective intervention39. In the near future, however, combining 377 

strategies might be an optimal approach, as promising improvements have been made in the 378 

sensitivity and specificity of both the saliva sample RT-PCR tests 41 and the new ELISA serology 379 

tests42. Nonetheless, although widespread test-trace-isolate strategies may be equally or 380 

locally more effective and may minimize the economic and social costs of lockdowns, these are 381 

outside the reach of most countries (and are not modelled in this work). Our results show, that 382 

delayed and more gradual return to previous conditions by partially lifting lockdowns when the 383 

number of active cases is still high, may lead to continued epidemic growth if lockdown time is 384 

less than 45 days. Instead, shorter but stricter mobility restrictions, enforcement of social 385 

distancing and the adoption of appropriate personal protective measures (e.g., hand-washing, 386 

face masks) appear to be highly successful in containing epidemic spread. Masks may provide a 387 

much more effective barrier than previously thought43, much reducing the number of 388 

infectious viruses in exhaled breath and protecting uninfected individuals from SARS-CoV-2 389 



 

 

aerosols44. This is especially true for both asymptomatic people and those with mild 390 

symptoms45. 391 

Reductions in transmissibility by early social distancing and the personal use of NPI 392 

measures can therefore have important outcomes in terms of reducing the disease burden. 393 

They could potentially even help halt the re-emergence of the COVID-19 disease during 2021, 394 

when applied in combination with much shorter lockdowns. Public campaigns by policymakers 395 

and health agencies should therefore keep alerting the public of the risks of new epidemics 396 

and emphasize the need for personal protective behaviors and social distancing. 397 

Our study has several limitations. First, as noted earlier in the text, our modelling 398 

assumes that confined individuals cannot become infected, which underestimates the 399 

potential burden of disease. We also do not model the potential effectiveness of test-trace-400 

isolate strategies and how they may reduce burden of disease in combination with other non-401 

pharmaceutical interventions46. Additionally, as for any other COVID-19 modelling study, the 402 

quantitative estimates we provide become substantially less reliable, the longer the time-403 

window of modelling is – our findings must therefore be interpreted primarily in qualitative 404 

terms. The continuous nature of our modelling framework could make that new epidemic 405 

waves might occur even in the presence of very marginal numbers of infected individuals. 406 

While this may be seen as a limitation in the simulation of fade-outs, in the case of non-407 

disappearing seasonal epidemics –e.g. flu-, it gives a useful and timely indication on how easily, 408 

new epidemics can occur just by external seeding from other regions in the world where the 409 

virus might still be circulating. There are at present still important gaps in our knowledge of the 410 

current COVID-19 pandemic due to its uniqueness that are key to improve all modelling 411 

attempts9,47. For instance, the potential impact of different SARS-CoV-2 genetic variants 412 

isolated in different regions and population densities are unknown; the effects of increased 413 

daily commuting in a post-confinement phase (especially due to workforce movement, but not 414 

only) are also difficult to estimate; the variable close-contact interactions and the actual extent 415 

of effects on epidemic de-escalating stages of other individual actions –such as the ones 416 

explored above are equally difficult to estimate. These limitations prevent the development of 417 

more accurate and comprehensive mathematical models that include complex pathogen-418 

related and societal variables48. Incorporating age-dependent structure into more complex 419 

COVID-19 models also remains a challenge, given the large disparities existing among 420 

countries, despite initial attempts made in simpler structural frameworks18. However, specific 421 

knowledge of age-dependent transmission and infection is yet largely uncertain49. The rigorous 422 

collection of population-scale data to address this global health crisis (for example, the COVID-423 



 

 

19 Symptom Tracker mobile application successfully launched in the UK and the US)50 might 424 

help improve mathematical modelling efforts by enabling rapidly scalable epidemiological data 425 

collection and analysis. Important uncertainties in our simulations –as in any other study- 426 

remain, mainly due to the limited quality of current COVID-19 data. To be able to accurately 427 

anticipate the type, timing and magnitude of a second and further epidemic waves high-428 

quality, reliable data are necessary. Current models clearly simulate these returning 429 

wintertime epidemic waves, mostly if –in addition- immunity to SARS-CoV-2 wanes in the same 430 

manner as related coronaviruses51. Additionally, the role of environmental modulators (e.g., 431 

temperature and humidity) in COVID-19 transmission is not clear at this time and more 432 

research is needed to fully understand their potential seasonal modulation52.  433 

 434 

Methods 435 

The ordinary differential equation (ODE) system was solved in a stochastic framework 436 

by using a nonlinear data-fitting approach that minimizes a least-squares error function, by 437 

using the lsqcurvefit function of the Matlab optimization toolbox. The problem to minimize is 438 

shown in (3): 439 

‖ , − ‖ = ∑ , −,  (3) 

where given an input data  (Q,R and D), provided by the integration of the ODE system 440 

(1),  is the observed output (Active reported cases, Recovered and Deaths) sourced from 441 

public repositories53–55. Confirmed cases may include presumptive positive cases and probable 442 

cases. Death totals in the US, for instance, include confirmed and probable. Finally, recovered 443 

cases outside China are estimates based on local media reports, and state and local reporting 444 

when available, and therefore may be substantially lower than the true number of cases. 445 

The ODE system (1) was integrated by using a 4th order Runge-Kutta method. The 446 

main advantages of Runge-Kutta methods are that they are easy to implement and very stable. 447 

For straightforward dynamical systems, this method can converge fast if we use an integration 448 

step in the order 1e3. Although from the computational point of view this method is expensive 449 

compared to simpler methods such as Euler’s, the error of approximation is considerably less. 450 

On the other hand, this type of method has greater stability, especially when applied to non-451 

linear systems56. 452 



 

 

The fitted parameters are the confinement rate , the infection rate  , the incubation 453 

rate , the quarantine rate  , the coefficients  and  that determine the recovery rate and 454 

the coefficients  and  that determine the mortality rate. Thus, the optimization problem 455 

described in equation 2 is subject to the constraints specified by the vectors lb = [0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 456 

0; 0; 0] and ub = [1; 2; 2; 2; 1; 1; 1; 1] (lower limit and upper limit, respectively). The algorithm 457 

chosen to minimize the problem was a trust-region57  because this type of algorithm is 458 

especially useful for solving non-linear optimization constrained problems. 459 

To obtain a representative measure of the optimal set of parameters, 500 iterations of 460 

the method were performed taking initial values for the parameters, randomly within a 461 

uniform distribution. Extended data Figure 5 shows the initial values and the fitting results for 462 

each parameter. The same procedure was performed for each of the countries shown in Figure 463 

3. In Extended Data Figure 6 the parameters fitted for Japan, in Extended Data Figure 7 the 464 

parameters for Indonesia and in Extended Data Figure 8 and 9 the resulting fitted parameters 465 

for Argentina and USA, respectively. An extra parameter’s table was added in the 466 

Supplementary material section corresponding to New Zealand (Extended data Figure 10) 467 

The same algorithm was run using incremental data set sizes (from 10 points to 54 468 

points, the equivalent of 90% of the data set). This procedure was carried out point by point 469 

100 times with stochastic initial conditions in order not to always fall into the same local 470 

minimum. In this way, it can be seen in Fig. 5 a convergence of the adjusted parameters and 471 

the distributions can be assumed normal. Finally, Extended Data Figure 5 shows a measure of 472 

the uncertainties of the fit using both a data set of 80% and 90% of the total values and how 473 

the remaining values (not used in the training of the model), were correctly predicted. The 474 

mean error is of the order of 3 − 3 ± 6 − 4 95%  475 

The deconfinement parameter  is modeled as a time-dependent function modulated 476 

by the   value as indicated below. 477 

= 0, < ,
            + , ≥  (4)

where  is the confinement time in days, and  is a value inside the interval [0; 1] 478 

representing deconfinement proportion according with the confinement rate . 479 

For the immunity loss scenario (Figure 4G-I) a parameter  that modifies the R and S 480 

compartments is added to (1) as shown next.  481 



 

 

= + + − − − ,
= − + , (5)

where  is the loss of immunity after  days ( ). On the other hand, to model the decay of the 482 

infection rate  (Figure 4D-F), a  was used where, = , constant if <  (before the 483 

end of confinement) and = − , with ∈ 0.1 in the opposite case (after the 484 

confinement). 485 

 486 

Data availability: All the data is publicly available and it was extracted from: 487 

https://github.com/datadista/datasets/tree/master/COVID%2019 488 

https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19 489 

Code availability: Matlab codes were used for model implementation. Other scripts in open-490 

source can be accessed from the link below.  491 

https://github.com/LeonardoL87/COVID-19 492 
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Figure Legends 695 

 696 

Figure 1. Gradual de-confinement scenario for Spain from the peak in active cases. This 697 

scenario implements a gradual de-confinement rate of 50% higher than the confinement rate. 698 



 

 

Temporal dynamics is shown for Spain for the active cases (A), recovered population (B), 699 

deaths (D), susceptible (E) and confined (F) after 30, 60 and 90 days of confinement in black, 700 

blue and red, respectively. A-F simulations were generated with data up to April 30. The 701 

scenario called ‘Current’ denotes the epidemic evolution simulated in Spain with the updated 702 

observed data (I,D,R) up to May 25. Panel C shows a zoom visualization of the initial epidemic 703 

evolution in (A). Lockdown duration was 30 days since the peak in active cases (April 29, 2020). 704 

Gradual deconfinement took place from May 30, June 30 and July 30, respectively. The 705 

‘current’ scenario liberates population on May 14, exactly a month after the lift of the 706 

established lockdown.  707 

 708 

Figure 2. Abrupt-Gradual de-confinement scenario for Spain from the peak in active cases. 709 

This scenario combines an abrupt de-confinement of 50% of the confined population and a 710 

subsequent gradual rate of de-confinement (10% higher than the confinement rate). The 711 

dynamics are estimated for Spain in terms of active cases (A), recovered population (B), deaths 712 

(D), susceptible (E) and protected (F) after 45, 60 and 75 days of confinement in black, blue 713 

and red, respectively. Panel (C) shows a zoom visualization of the initial epidemic evolution in 714 

(A). Data used in all simulations is up to April 29, 2020 (25th May 2020 for the ‘current’ 715 

scenario), the date from which the sudden deconfinement of a 50% of the confined population 716 

is made. Gradual deconfinement release of population is on May 30, June 30 and July 30, 717 

respectively. Lockdown time is counted from March 14, the date when first mobility 718 

restrictions in Spain were imposed.  719 

Figure 3. Gradual de-confinement scenarios (50% of the confined population) for (A) Japan, 720 

(B) USA, (C) Indonesia and (D) Argentina. Dynamics estimated for active cases, recovered 721 

population, deaths, susceptible and protected after 45, 75 and 100 days of confinement in 722 

black, blue and red, respectively. Data used in the simulations included up to May 25, 2020 723 

(red circles). 724 

Figure 4. Generic scenarios for Spain. (A-C) Variable  ratio (confinement/deconfinement)  725 

(0.9, 0.5 and 0.1 respectively). (D-F), β(infection rate)  reduction in a variable range (0.1, 0.3 726 

and 0.5 respectively). (G-I),  (loss of immunity) in a variable range (120, 240 and 360 days 727 

respectively). 728 

Figure 5. Parameters distribution of the adjusted model for Spain. A) Box-and-whisker plot of 729 

the average distribution for each of the fitted parameters and their respective 95% CI, with 730 



 

 

crosses denoting outliers. The distribution of the parameters was obtained by successive 731 

model fitting (100 fittings) using larger datasets in each iteration from 5 data points in in the 732 

full data (113 data points, from Feb 1 to May 25) set to 113 points in the dataset. A space of 733 

around 10,000 elements was generated for each parameter. B) Distribution 10,000 realizations 734 

for each of the fitted model’s parameters. Note the near-normal shape of all the distributions.  735 

 736 

Table 1. Model fitted parameters for Spain. Parameters were adjusted through a NMSE 737 

function (see methods).  738 

     
0.028 1.133 0.890 0.539 0.072 0.040 0.070 0.145 
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Parameter Initial value Fitted value 95%CI
α c∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.028 [0.014, 0.035]
� �∈U [ 0,1 ] 1.133 [1.115, 1.345]
γ 1/k ,�∈U [ 1,10 ] 0.890 [0.854, 0.974]
� 1/� ,�∈U [ 14,21 ] 0.539 [0.504, 0.639]
λ0 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.072 [0.020, 0.235]
λ1 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.040 [0.021, 0.051]
� 0 	∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.070 [0.033, 0.083]

1 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.145 [0.021, 0.31]



Parameter Initial value Fitted value 95%CI
α c∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.025 [0.014, 0.035]
� �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.455 [0.376, 0.581]
γ 1/k ,�∈U [ 1,10 ] 0.172 [0.087, 0.195]
� 1/� ,�∈U [ 14,21 ] 0.051 [0.044, 0.055]
λ0 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.011 [0.010, 0.014]
λ1 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.955 [0.903, 0.990]
� 0 	∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.025 [0.006, 0.047]

1 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.084 [0.000, 0.144]



Parameter Initial value Fitted value 95%CI
α c∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.015 [0, 0.021]
� �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.632 [0.356, 0.701]
γ 1/k ,�∈U [ 1,10 ] 0.211 [0.088, 0.241]
� 1/� ,�∈U [ 14,21 ] 0.115 [0.100, 0.200]
λ0 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.436 [0.019, 0.470]
λ1 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.001 [0.001, 0.986]
� 0 	∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.009 [0.001, 0.064]

1 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.001 [0.000, 0.005]



Parameter Initial value Fitted value 95%CI
α c∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.015 [0.013, 0.025]
� �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.824 [0.620, 0.926]
γ 1/k ,�∈U [ 1,10 ] 0.921 [0.910, 0.950]
� 1/� ,�∈U [ 14,21 ] 0.542 [0.440, 0.644]
λ0 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.024 [0.020, 0.034]
λ1 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.874 [0.980, 1.000]
� 0 	∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.006 [0.004, 0.043]

1 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.013 [0.007, 0.031]



Parameter Initial value Fitted value 95%CI
α c∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.014 [0.013, 0.016]
� �∈U [ 0,1 ] 1.110 [0.719, 1.300]
γ 1/k ,�∈U [ 1,10 ] 0.752 [0.523, 0.781]
� 1/� ,�∈U [ 14,21 ] 0.466 [0.259, 0.487]
λ0 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.211 [0.097, 0.359]
λ1 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.005 [0.004, 0.008]
� 0 	∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.004 [0.002, 0.008]

1 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.001 [0.000, 0.003]



Parameter Initial value Fitted value 95%CI
α c∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.024 [0.013, 0.034]
� �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.344 [0.219, 1.000]
γ 1/k ,�∈U [ 1,10 ] 0.201 [0.123, 0.381]
� 1/� ,�∈U [ 14,21 ] 0.100 [0.059, 0.487]
λ0 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.998 [0.671, 1.000]
λ1 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.006 [0.004, 0.008]
� 0 	∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.001 [0.000, 0.008]

1 �∈U [ 0,1 ] 0.900 [0.001, 1.000]



 

 

1. Extended Data 1   2 

Figure # Figure title 
 

Filename 
 

Figure Legend

Extended Data Fig. 1 Long-range (up to 
December 2021) 
simulations of the 
scenarios in Fig. 1 and 2. 

LLXR_ED Fig1.eps (a) Gradual deconfinement with a rate 50% higher than the 
confinement rate. (b) Sudden deconfinement of the 50% and 
gradual with a 10% rate higher than the confinement rate. 
Spain temporal dynamics extended for the active cases, 
recovered population, deaths, susceptible and protected after 
30, 60 and 90 days (a) and after 45, 60 and 75 days (b). 
Simulations are made with data up to the peak in active cases 
in Spain (April 29, 2020), with the exception of the ‘current’ 
scenario, that included data up to May 25, 2020 (red circles). 

Extended Data Fig. 2 Sudden deconfinement 
scenario for Spain. 

LLXR_ED Fig2.eps 100% of the confined population released. Temporal dynamics 
for Spain are shown for the active cases, recovered 
population, deaths, susceptible and protected after 45, 75 and 
100 days of confinement in black, blue and red, respectively. 
Simulations are made with data up to the peak in active cases 
in Spain (April 29, 2020), with the exception of the ‘current’ 
scenario, that included data up to May 25, 2020 (red circles). 

Extended Data Fig. 3 Gradual deconfinement 
of 50% scenarios for 
New Zealand. 

LLXR_ED Fig3.eps Dynamics of the active cases, recovered population, deaths, 
susceptible and protected after 30, 60 and 90 days of 
confinement in black, blue and red, respectively. Data used in 
the simulations included up to May 25, 2020 (red circles). 

Extended Data Fig. 4 Model uncertainty LLXR_ED Fig4.eps The average fit of the model (solid blue line), data set used to 
fit the model (blue dots), full data set (red dots), and 95 CI 
(blue shades). Results obtained using 80 percent of the 
complete data set (a) and 90 percent of the complete data set 
(b). 



 

 

Extended Data Fig. 5 Table with model fitted 
parameters for Spain. 

LLXR_ED Fig5.eps Data used in the simulations included up to May 25, 2020.

Extended Data Fig. 6 Table with model fitted 
parameters for Japan. 

LLXR_ED Fig6.eps Data used in the simulations included up to May 25, 2020.

Extended Data Fig. 7 Table with model fitted 
parameters for 
Indonesia. 

LLXR_ED Fig7.eps Data used in the simulations included up to May 25, 2020.

Extended Data Fig. 8 Table with model fitted 
parameters for 
Argentina. 

LLXR_ED Fig8.eps Data used in the simulations included up to May 25, 2020.

Extended Data Fig. 9 Table with model fitted 
parameters for the USA. 

LLXR_ED Fig9.eps Data used in the simulations included up to May 25, 2020. 

Extended Data Fig. 10 Table with model fitted 
parameters for New 
Zealand. 

LLXR_ED Fig10.eps Data used in the simulations included up to May 25, 2020. 
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2. Supplementary Information:  4 

A. Flat Files  5 
 6 

Item Present? Filename 
 

A brief, numerical description of file contents.  
 

Supplementary Information No   
Reporting Summary Yes LLRL_REP SUMMARY.pdf 
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